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About This Game

About the game:

 A short story driven adventure about a lonely robot and its destiny.

 A variety of puzzles, encounters with dangerous enemies and fascinating investigation.

 Find out what happened to our planet after the global catastrophe.

1968. «Due to the development of industry, some prominent scientists have expressed concern about the state of the earth's
atmosphere. In their opinion, the problem is the increase of concentration of freons and nitric oxide in the atmosphere, which
are detrimental to the ozone layer. The destruction of the ozone layer can lead to serious consequences for the ecology of the

planet: an increase in the intensity of ultraviolet radiation, the formation of new desert areas and lower yields». From the journal
"Science for the curious”.

2006. «More and more well-known experts say that the problem of ozone holes is only an element of political and economic
war, but does not pose a specific threat to humanity». From the newspaper "Environmental news».

2048. «The scale of the ecological catastrophe seems to be irreversible. It is not recommended to be in the area of direct sun
exposure without extreme necessity». From the reports of news feeds.

2054. «Global migration of people from areas with high radiation cause a serious problem for world security». From the UN
report.

2056. «Delta Dynamics has proposed a revolutionary solution to the problem of the earth's ozone layer destruction. It is planned
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that the company's robots will restore the ozone layer in areas with the greatest danger. The project has already allocated more
than $ 2 trillion from the Reserve Fund». Global World Flow.

Year unknown. «1001110 1100001 1101101 1100101 100000 1000101 1100001 1110010 1110100 1101000 100000
1010000 1101111 1110000 1110101 1101100 1100001 1110100 1101001 1101111 1101110 100000 110000». A message was

intercepted by the trading ship that was heading to cube А3К5 of the galaxy "Milky Way".
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Title: Northern Lights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DimleTeam
Publisher:
DimleTeam
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 – 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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An amazing enthralling story that can be played over and over and over and over ......... (where was I, ow ya) again.
But in all honesty, I can't recommend this game enough and also you could probably run it on a toaster so there's that.. This
game used to be really good during before and up to alpha 16, but alpha 17 came along, and it kinda killed it. The grind for
building a base is atrocious, skills are level locked which really limits what you can do, and is honestly annoying. Would be
better if they were just skill point locked instead. Furthermore, no matter how good of a base you build, it is basically trash, no
point in building anything. Its not a base building survival game anymore. The best thing to do is just level up now, and becomes
a zombie grind fest. I would really want to get back into it to test out the electricity stuff, but I just can't with these changes that
make everything pointless.
. Hi. Great game but I was would use possibility to move building and thinks somehow cause if u missplace somethink or wanna
change it later u cant do it anyhow. Plus some building pictures are wrong too. But i understnad ist just earlyaccess so its fine.
Great game agian :). Oi m8! This game is well good innit roit!? You got a loicence to make games this good m8!?
Did you slav or did you lose?. Cool game made by a cool guy! The dragon level is amazing! Highfive for the Cheesehound
rebelcow!
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Gravitate away from this bad video game.. One of my favorite pages is 23 1920.png
They are crying in the cinema!
It reminds me that I watched "Interstellar" with two friends in 2014, the happiest day of my life in those years.
I remember how we cried in the cinema.
The three of them are so cute!. You herb about this game, it is absolute quali~tea! The difficulty is steep, the bosses are boiling
mad, and the victories are sweet as honey. These enemies will milk your sanity, but decant stop you. Cuphead is a brew-tea-ful
game.. A very good hidden object game with challenging puzzles, neat characters, good voice acting, and a clear and engaging
central story line. Will be looking for more games from this Croatian developer. Looks like Artifex Mundi has some
competition!. Great VR game. I find the gun mechanics work well, and overall a very fun game!. Very boring fly catching
simulator with some weird Christian babblings at the end.
Not what I'd call a game and I feel I wasted my time with this one.
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